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Abetract

The reeulte of studies of radio frequency quadru-
ple accelerating structures are presented. Meaaure-
mente indicate that this is a promising structure for
treneporting and accelerating ion beams in the mergy
region of 50 KeV to 2 MeV.

Seeic Concepts

The radio frequency quadruple (RFQ) accelerator
t3ervee two functione ae a low energy accelerator.
Firet, it cmverta DC beam from an ion source into a
bunched beam acceptable to a drift tube linac. Second,
it ●ccelerate the beam from the ion eource output
energy up to the energy required for injection into a
drift tube eystem.

The RFQ simplified injector deeign by accepting
beam at a 10Wer enersy than a drift Lube linec. Frob-
Ieme with the deeign of the low energy end of a drift
tube linac are precluded because the RFQ can accelerate
the beam to higher energiee than are feasible with
conventional injectore.

A eeriea of low power RFQ modeis are being studied
in preparation fOr a powered test in which an ion beam
ie ●ccelerated. ‘l’he hot test will be conducted at
440HHz on the PICMI tent stand and will be considered
the engineering proof-of-principle for the RFQ.

Focuein&

Normally linear accelerators use periodically
epaced quadruple magnets as focusing elements. The
RFQ focuses with electrostatic quadruple fields which
●re uniform all along the beam channel. Figure 1 shows
●n ●rrangement of four conducting lines around an axis.
Off-axle particles in such a structure experience
focusing in one plane and defocusing in the other and
vice versa on alternate RF half-cycles. The result is
● ●trong focusing system which will transport a beam

lthout acceleration along the axis.

Fig. 1.

Four ~onductor line.

,..cceleration

I Longitud inel acceleration occurs because of a
Imechanical DertIIrbatiOn on the four line electrostatic
Ifocuaer. If the distance between electrode of similar
,polarity v~ries periodically along the beam channel, as
Iehwn in Fig. 2, a longitudinal field results. Since
Ithe polarity of Ez alternate in each gap, tha RFQ iS
● BA12 ●tructure.

I

h work “Upported ~Y the u, s, Departm~nt of Energy.

t Westinghouse Hanford Co,, Richland, Washington,
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Evolution of the Structure

The concept of a linear accelerator with spatially
homogeneous etrong focusing waa originated in 1969 by
two Rueeian ecientiets, I. M. Kapchinskii and V. A.
Teplyakov.1 The RFQ wae first analyzed as a fOUr-
conductor line with quadrupolar symmetry ae in Fig. 1.
Two methode were suggested for drivin
ductor line with resonant cavities.1

$ the four con-

Four-Cbber Resonator

The firet wes a four chamber reeonator with cross
●ectione aa ehown in Fig. 3. The cros!; sections that
are shown correspond to planes that are 13i/2 apart
longitudinally. The poles were cut off of as in elec-
trostatic lenees to Increase the potential difference
between neighboring poles. Because the ideal pole tip
is hyperbolic, cutting off the electrodes increased the
non-linear field components. The TE21O mode has the
desired quadruple fields. Transverse electric fields
are concentrated between electrodes near tho beam
centerline, whereas the magnetic flux runs the length
of t~e cavity insida each chamber. The flux direction
ie oppoeite in adjacent chambers.

I 1 I

Fig. 3.

Cross sections of four chamber resonator.

I
Double H Cavity

The double H cavity in Fig. 4 wae another approach
to resonantly driving the four electrodes. 2 3 The pole
tips are mounted on cylinders which have been split
along two generatrices. The cylinders comprise the two
H zesonatora and are similar in principle to two of the
lobes in the four-chamber resonator.

f’nvr-Vane structure——

The firet strut.ure tested at Los Alamos was a
heavily loaded TE21 resonator. TWO sete 01 internal
●tructure were bu:lt; the ,duuble H resonator, Fig. ~,
●nd the four vane, Fig. 5. The propertieta of the four
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vane were studied with a eet of vanee having adjustable
. penetration. Teeting of the double H structure was

abandoned bef=uee of Potential fabrication difficulties.

+
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+

Fig. 4 Fig. 5.

~ble H resonator. Four vane cavity.

Cloverleaf S:ructure

The cloverleaf RFQ la baeically a mechanical im-
provement over the four-vane design. Figure 6 illua-
ttatea the construction principle. Four pipes have
flate ground ninety degrees apart on the outside wall.
They are joined at these flata by welding and a hole is
bored through their center. The bore leavee concave
$urfacr.e on the partitiona between lobes and on these
●re mrmnted electrodes or vanea which are the pole
tips! Thie design may be c’maidered to have evolved
two waya. First, it reaemblea a quadruple H-cavity,
not far different from a double variety. It also
reaemblea a four-vane cavity with the corners rounded
for higher Q.

RF ProDar:ies of the Cavitiea

The RF properties of both the four-vane and the
cloverleaf cavities have been investigated at low
power.

Four-Vane Cavity

Vance with exagger::ed modulations were built to
test the four-vane cavity. Longitudinal bead pulle
with different sized needlea proved conclusively that
●xial fields ware present.

A second aet of modulated vanes whose dimeneione
were a scaledown by five of the firat modulated vanes
wss tested. The measured Z/Q waa 1200 ohms/m. Inter-
ference from TE1l modes cauaed some noticeable field
nonuniformity.

Since tha TE21O mode has group velocity zero, ite
behavior in the cavity is similar to a non-post cov.pled
Alvarez in that the mode is susceptible to geometrical
tolerance. This became obvious with the scaled-down
vanes because of the poor mechanical tolerances of the
four-vane cavity. The solution waa to design and build
● more refined cavity with tighter construction toler-
ance. The result was the cloverleaf resonator dia-
,grammed in Fig. 6.

‘Cloverleaf Structure \

The firet set of vanes tested in the new cavtty
were the scaled-don-by-five pole pieces modified for
ProPer mounting. Although the axial ftelda were much
flatter than in the four-vane structure, uaymmetrles
Were still preeent becaus~ of poor vane alignment
resulting from the fabrication tolerances of the vanee.

Improved vanes cla.sely approximating the theo-
retical ideal were tested. The vane shape la meet
accurately described as a slnuaoidal hyperboloid. Bead
Pulle indicated flat axial fields with uniform and
●ymmetric orientation even with little tuning. For an
aperture 8.o mm in diameter, the maaeured Z/Q was about
2400 0hm8/m.

. . . .. ..-

Cloverleaf cavity.

Mode Interference

. Mode parameter n ●

Fig. 7.

Dispersion curves for four vane.

.

The dieperaion curvee for the TElln and TE21n
familiea of modee approach each other as the cavity
loading ia increseed (i.e., ss the RFQ aperture is
decreased). For heavy loading, the TE11O mode may be
closeet to the deeired TE21O mode. For other degrees
of loading the neareat mode may be a TElln mode with
n > 0, depending on the length of the atructura. These
unwanted modee can distort the field distribution in
two waye: one, by direct excitation f-em the response
curve overlapping the drive frequency and, two, by mode
mixing reeulting from asymm?triea in the cavity geo-
metry. Mode Interference haa been observed experimen-
tally ●e the failure of Ez to return to the baseline at

‘every other minimum in the field distribution. Such a
(field distribution can destroy the ability of the RFQ
‘to ●ccelerate and bunch a beam.

Ideae for Improvement

Interstitial Vance

Two meaeuree may be taken to eliminate or reduce
mode Interference problems. If the offending mode la
higher in frequency than the TE21O mode, the mode
separation may be increaaed by adding interstitial
vanee (Fig. 8) along tho zero potential planea of the
TE21O mode. These Interstitial vanes are connected to
the RFQ end walla and extend slightly into the region
between the RFQ vanee. A more general solution is to
avoid exciting any TElln modee by driving the RFQ with
judiciously arranged driven. Difficulties in achieving
the re~Jired degree of symmetry with power splitters
has led us to consider an external manifold structure
which la resonantly coupled to the RFQ.

I

>

bnd

Fig. 8.

Cloverleaf RFQ with interstitial vanes,
end tuners, and vane extenders.
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End Tuners
.

Figure 8 shows the end tuners as adjustable slugs
mounted in the endcap. The end loading may be varied
to ●rtificially create an open circuit at the cavity
termination. The tuners may be adjusted to correct
tilting and bowing of the Ez field distribution.

~&e Extenders

I Rather then extend the end tuners into the cavity,
it is possible to increase the length of the vanes
nearly to the endwall if the basa of the vanes is cut

~?awayas shown in Fig. 8. The wedge shape allows mag-
lnetic flux return for the TE21 modes and partially
blocks that for the TE1l family.

If the vane extendere are properly made, the
~fields at the beam channel entrance and exit may be
ltailored todesired distributions. For the entrance, “
thie may be a controlled field turn-on to achieve

adiabatic capture. The exit will be configured to
loptlmize beam injection into a drift tube linac.
I

‘Coax Manifold

For feeding RF power to the resonant cavity,
Ieymetric drive is desirable. One power manifolding
~achemeemploys a coaxial cavity with the RFQ aa the

center conductor. Resonant coupling loops transfer
Ipower from the region surrounding the center conductor
ito within each of the four lobes on the RFQ. ‘rhis

I

provides symmetric power drive to the cavity in several
transverse planes along its length.

.
Coupled Circuit Analyais

AMlysfs of the stability of the field distri-
bution of the RFQ with a resonantly coupled manifold is
●n Imtereating problem. If the longitudinal extent of
the cavity is ignored, the RFQ wdth heavy loading may
be modeled as a ring of four weakly-coupled resonators.
The w mode of this ring corresponds to the desired
TE21O mode. The two degenerate n/2 modes are analagous
to the TE11O mode. The O mode can be related to the
TEOIO mode of the RFQ. In Fig. 9 the RFQ is repre-
sented by the outer ring of reaonatora. The central
resonator represents the coaxial manifold and the four
intermediate resonators are the coupling loops. Pre-
liminary analysis of this model indicates that the O
●nd 7/2 azimuthal modes are suppressed and a family of
three radial modes exists (the O, n/2 and ti modes).
The desired operating mode IS the azimuthal n mode, the

radial fi/2 mode and, if longitudinal extent is added,
the longitudinal O mode. The coaxial manifold improves
the balence and stabillty of the fields in the four RFQ
lobes by providing an alt.ernatc path for azimuthal
power flow with non-zero group velocity.

7 I
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The properties of the tranaver.ge plane coupled
oscillator model can be calculated by conventional
equivalent circuit techniques with a 9 x 9 impedance
matrix. Consideration of the longitudinal extent of
the RFQ manifold combination requirea a different
●pproach. One of the authors (J. N. Potter) haa
developed a ❑eans of studying combinations of lumped
Circuit resonators and distributed transmisalon lines
using chain matrix notation, This technique is par-
ticularly useful for studying RF power ,anifold s~a-
t~a. In the case of the ~Q manifold a ten-port chain
~trix is required,
development.

This analysia is still under

Vane Desi~

one important facet of the fvfj design iS the exact
aheping of the vanes which define the beam channel.

The correct vsne shape Is necessary to obtain the
proper field distribution for accelerating with minimum
beam losses. The shape ia described by an equipoten-
tial surface in the electrostatic solution for t“e
structure.

Ths fabrication technique for the vanes involves
the cutting of blanks and then final ahaplng witil -
numerically-controlled (NC) mill. Figure 10 shows the
fhel shape and the path the ball end cutter takea when
the mill Is run. Forty such passes per inch define the
vane surface.

.
~“1

Fig. 9.

Coupled oscillator model
far the transverse piane
of the manifold coupled
RFQ.

Fig. 10.

Cutter path for vane
fabrication.

RFQ Applications
I

As a low energy accelerator, the RFQ haa many
appealing qualities. Its focusing period is half that
of a drift tube system. Thus, the RFQ’s transverse
Coulomb l~imit is four times that of a drift tube
linac.

The combination of low losses, high current limit,
and low injection energy make the RFQ an ideal low
energy end for a high intensity deutercn linac. The
Fusion Materials Irradiation Test (FMIT) facility to bc
built at Richland, Washington, will use an RFQ at Its
injector end. lt will be a deuteron linac for 35 MeV,
100 MA beem at 100% duty.
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